
<<OPENING>>

Thank you President Trotter for the introduction. 

To President Trotter and Dean Hendley, the Board of Trustees, faculty and staff, parents, family 
and friends, I want to say it is an honor to be here today.

And, of course, HOW’S IT GOING CLASS OF 2012!

I especially want to congratulate our graduates. Congratulations on this accomplishment, 
congratulations on earning your degree and congratulations on reaching this milestone.

They say there are three things in life that are certain: You are born, you will die and you won’t 
remember what your commencement speaker talked about. 

I aim to change the last part of that saying at the very least!

I just want to tell you what a pleasure it is to be here today! I’ve been waiting to come back and 
deliver the commencement address at my alma mater, so this really is a very special moment for 
me! 

• …Not quite as special as today is for you, of course – today is all about you after all – but 
I think we can all agree that this is a special day for everyone here.

For your parents, they get to see two decades of parenting come to fruition.

For your professors, they get to see four years of instruction come to fruition.

And for me, I get see the class of 2012 take the first steps into a brand new world full of 
possibility.

_____

It’s been 21 years since my own graduation. And I can honestly tell you that if you asked me 
right now, I couldn’t tell you who was standing in my place on that day… 

***MEMORIES FROM COLLEGE DAYS PAST***

While this is an exciting day, it’s also an uncertain day. At the end of this ceremony, after all the 
celebrating and partying is over lies the next chapter in the story of your lives.

And this story will play out in a world full of uncertainty. As much as we might to sugar-coat that 
fact, we can’t. The economy is still volatile, the job market is still volatile and your parents’ 
retirement funds are still volatile. 
This is why they have commencement speakers during these ceremonies – not to be downer, but 
to  give you that first little hopeful turn of the page into the next chapter of your lives.



It’s been said that a commencement address is when someone gets up in front of a group of 
graduates all dressed in the same cap and gown and tells them the importance of being 
individuals.

This is usually followed by a string of motivational phrases tied together in some loose pattern as 
a way to inspire you to action.

But I don’t need to inspire you. You have the inspiration in you; you just need to let it out. 

<<THE WHY>>

Shortly after I became Mayor last summer, I saw a videotape of a speech by a motivational 
speaker named Simon Sinek. The speech was titled, “How great leaders inspire action,” and he 
explained how seemingly ordinary individuals or groups can inspire others to achieve great 
things, while others didn’t. 

You see, it wasn’t so much about asking ourselves WHAT we want to do or HOW we do what 
we want to do,

• But WHY we want to do what we want to do.

Most of us only make it to the “What.” But great leaders know there is another layer – the layer 
of “why” -- that sets them  apart from the rest of the pack. 

Sinek summed it up in a simple phrase, a phrase to describe why some leaders or groups inspire 
action or change while others simply produce for the sake of producing. 

That phrase was this: People don’t believe in what you do, they believe in why you do it.

You can see it all around you, ingrained in our everyday lives and in our history.

Where there were hundreds of civil rights leader out there, why was Martin Luther King, Jr. the 
one who was singled out to lead a national movement?

• Because he had a dream. He was advocating for an entire segment of the population 
something more than just intangible rights. He had a dream of a better world not just for 
African Americans, but for all Americans.

I’m sure many of you have some kind of Apple product. Apple is another good example. Their 
business model isn’t built around profit margins or how much of the market they control or even 
how many products they move.

Why, then, do millions of people around the world buy Apple products when there are equally 
well manufactured and cheaper products on the market?



Because when you buy an iMac, iPod, iPad, iMom or iDad, whatever… 

• … You’re not buying a product, you’re buying an idea about what technology in the 21st 
Century should be. 

As our nation moves towards a more environmentally conscious mindset, people are still buying 
cars that require gasoline?

Why then would Toyota produce the Prius or GM the Chevy Volt? Is it simply because they want 
to tap into an untapped market, or is it because they want to lead a charge down a path of more 
efficient and clean mobility for a world bereft of proper stewards of our environment?

For many of you, this November’s election will be the first time you will be able to take part in 
one of our nation’s most basic and sacred rights – voting. We shouldn’t elect our representatives 
based on what they will do for us, but why they are doing it. Discover their why. 

For myself, when I was elected Mayor, and even well before that, I knew what I wanted to do 
while in office. I knew that I wanted to give our kids a better education and I knew I wanted to 
provide safer neighborhoods and better, higher paying jobs for Denver’s residents.

But why I was doing all of that was something I had never really put into a coherent thought. It 
was only until after me and my staff sat down and talked it out that I had discovered my own 
why. All of those things that I wanted to accomplish, all of my whats, were leading to something 
else, leading to something much bigger. 

I wanted to become mayor so that I could complete the job of my predecessors. I wanted to 
deliver a world-class city where everyone matters, something that I could leave to the next 
generation and generations I will never meet, something that would far outlast my time in office 
and my time on this planet.

What I mean by discovering WHY - is that by answering this question FIRST you are providing 
the foundation of how and what you will do.

I believe that finding this goal will drive more success, more prosperity and more happiness in 
each of your lives. 

<<WHY BE NORMAL>>

Now, I have a second charge for you all here today, and it’s one that goes hand in hand with the 
first.

When you go out into the world, when you’ve discovered your why, ask yourself this question: 
Why be normal?

Normal, such as it is, is safe. It’s comforting. It doesn’t ruffle any feathers and it certainly won’t 
bring any unwanted attention. 



Normal is good enough, but you should always be telling yourself good enough isn’t good 
enough.

There is going to be a time when you will be called on to do extraordinary things. Answer the 
call. Why be normal when you can be extraordinary?

When Franklin Roosevelt stood upon the steps of the Capitol Building, in the midst of a 
crippling economic depression, and said we have nothing to fear but fear itself, we believed him, 
and despite hardship, knew it was going to be ok…

Why be normal when you can be a nation’s port in the storm. 

When John Kennedy stood before a joint session of congress and declared that by the end of the 
decade we will land a man on the moon and return him safely to earth, our imaginations 
exploded with possibility and wonder, and we ceased as a people to be Earth-bound…

Why be normal when you can be bold?

When Ronald Reagan was making his case to the American public on the reason he should be re-
elected President of the United States, he did so with a simple phrase – because “It’s morning 
again in America”…

Why be normal when you can shine a light down the path to greatness?

And on a warm day in July of 1776, 56 individuals – farmers and businessmen, lawyers and 
doctors, soldiers and statesmen – signed on to give birth to a new nation, a shining beacon in a 
murky and undetermined future.

Why be normal when you can inspire the world?

They all knew their why, and not a single one of them could be considered normal, so why be 
normal?

Always remember that in life, there are two primary choices; to accept conditions as they exist, 
or accept responsibility for changing them.

<<CONCLUSION>>

We are all able to see farther into the future because we stand on the shoulders of giants. 

I hope that starting today you find your passion – DISCOVER YOUR WHY – and let the answer 
lead you down a path to pride and prosperity.

Now, before I wrap this up, I wanted to share with all of you one of my favorite poems. It’s titled 
“Anyway,” and it was written by one of the greatest humanitarians to walk this earth – Mother Theresa. 



People are often unreasonable, illogical and self-centered; 
Forgive them anyway.

If you are kind, people may accuse you of selfish, ulterior motives; 
Be kind anyway.

If you are successful, you will win some false friends and some true enemies; 
Succeed anyway.

If you are honest and frank, people may cheat you; 
Be honest and frank anyway.

What you spend years building, someone could destroy overnight; 
Build anyway.

If you find serenity and happiness, they may be jealous; 
Be happy anyway.

The good you do today, people will often forget tomorrow; 
Do good anyway.

Give the world the best you have, and it may never be enough; 
Give the world the best you've got anyway.

You see, in the final analysis, it is between you and your God; 
It was never between you and them anyway.

Thank you all, congratulations on making it to this day and congratulations class of 2012!


